
 

  Tuesday and Wednesday, July 11 and 12, 1:30 PM – 5:00 PM  
 

Room: Continental 3 

 
This session gives symposium benefactors the opportunity to present on the latest technology 
developments, partnership opportunities and other happenings in the industry. Attendees will 
hear from the companies and organizations shaping the future of transportation.  

 
Tuesday, July 11 
 

Moderator:  
Patrick Weldon, Director, Advanced Technology, Polaris 
 

Agenda  
 

1:30 PM-2:00 PM  
 

Germany: Progress on Autonomous and Connected Drive Technologies 
 

This presentation will examine current industry facts and figures, such as turnover, new car 
registrations, production numbers, and R&D figures.  Industry strengths and trends will be 
discussed and case studies presented to highlight key points. Moreover, the presentation will 

show how Germany is enabling autonomous driving with its three test field areas. The 
presentation will conclude and shortly introduce Germany Trade and Invest and its support 
services. 

 
Speaker: Stefan Di Bitonto, Senior Manager Investor Consulting Automotive Industry, Germany 
Trade and Invest 

 

2:00 PM-2:30 PM  
 

Saving Lives Now With Automation 

 
The National Safety Council is actively working to eliminate the 40,000 preventable highway 
deaths that occur in the US each year. And, while we are busy planning for higher levels of 

automation in cars, safety systems currently available can save lives now. But are there 
barriers to adoption? What are the best ways to overcome those barriers? And what is the 
path forward to greater acceptance and adoption of automation. 

 
Speakers: Alex Epstein, Senior Director, Digital Strategy & Content and Kelly Nantel, VP, 
Communications and Advocacy, National Safety Council 

 

2:30 PM-3:00 PM  
 

Safe and Reliable; Link Process Models, IOS26262 and Cyber Security 



 

 
This presentation will provide an overview of the three stages of vehicle automation. Bodo 

Seifert will discuss pressing issues of safety and reliability in the automated vehicles industry. He 
will highlight unexpected behavior in modern vehicles, and describe different behaviors and 
prevention of them. This presentation will explore Automotive SPICE, discuss process models, 

and define the requirements, system elements and interfaces along with traceability. Seifert 
will outline major safety issues regarding IOS26262 goals, classify the hazards and related risks. 
The presentation will conclude with a discussion of cyber security and types of malicious 
intervention, and how to prevent the control, as well as gateways into control.  

 
Speaker: Bodo Seifert, Director, Advanced Engineering, MAGNA ELECTRONICS INC. 
 

3:00 PM-3:30 PM – Break  
 

3:30 PM-4:00 PM  

 
Building Blocks of Highly Automated Vehicles – Developing Automated Vehicle 
 

This session will explore pressing issues in automated vehicle development, including the AV 
stack, the development process, and understanding operational design domains. 
 

Speaker: Phil Magney, Founder and Principal Advisor, Vision Systems Intelligence (VSI Labs) 
 

4:00 PM-4:30 PM  

 
The Ever-Increasing Role of 3D LiDAR in Unmanned Vehicles 
 

We will present a market-based overview of the role of high-definition 3D LiDAR as a key 
perception sensor in self-driving vehicles of the past, present and future.  We will look at how 
the technology is deployed currently and how it will be used in the future, looking at specific 

use cases and finishing with a discussion of the key features we can expect to see in high-
definition LiDAR sensors over the next decade.  
 

Speaker: John Eggert, Director, Automated Sales & Marketing, Velodyne 
 

4:30 PM-5:00 PM  

 
Building Blocks of Autonomy 
 

Presentation description: AutonomouStuff — the world’s leader in providing products, 
engineering services and software to enable autonomy — is proud to present the building 
blocks of autonomy, featuring kits designed around NVIDIA’s GPU technology. This informative 

presentation walks you through the DRIVE PX on Wheels kits (available only at AStuff), which 
help make your transition to autonomy as simple as possible. The AStuff team worked closely 
with their friends at NVIDIA to put these kits together so you can focus on research and 

development from day one! 
 
Speaker: Cameron Gieda, Regional Sales Manager, AutonomouStuff 

 
 

Wednesday, July 12  
 

Moderator:  
Corey Clothier, AV BD Lead, FSU, Inc. 
 

Agenda  



 

 

1:30 PM-2:00 PM  

 
LiDAR and the Autonomous Vehicle Revolution for Truck and Ride  
 

Countless companies are developing self-driving passenger vehicles using LiDAR, but what 
about truck and ride-sharing fleets?  Quanergy CEO Louay Eldada will examine the use of 
LiDAR sensors in these revolutionary delivery and urban transportation modes and how one of 
the key applications of LiDAR-based autonomous driving will be in a truck and ride-sharing 

fleet setting. Dr. Eldada will discuss the technology behind these LiDAR sensors and how fleets 
incorporating LiDAR sensors provide safe and accurate transportation, and offer savings by 
lowering the cost of travel and transporting goods.  

 
Speaker: Louay Eldada, CEO and Co-founder, Quanergy 
 

2:00 PM-2:30 PM  
 

Insurance is Not a Barrier for Autonomous Vehicles and Here is Why…. 
 
The insurance market is currently providing coverage solutions through agents who are 
focused on understanding the exposures associated with autonomous vehicles 

(AVs).   Gathering critical data is an important first step in identifying how to insure these 
vehicles.  We will discuss how the insurance industry is utilizing its’ current underwriting 
knowledge and the known exposures of AVs to create products that foster the growth of this 

exciting new market.  Today, you will learn about the steps you need to take to secure the 
proper insurance for your AV vehicle. 
 

Speakers: Maureen Brown, VP, Underwriting and Operations Lead, Munich RE and Mike 
Scrudato, SVP, Strategic Innovation Leader /Mobility Domain, Munich RE 
 

2:30 PM-3:00 PM  
 
GeigerCruizer™: The eye-safe, scalable 250 meter automotive LiDAR 
 
LiDARs are now seen as necessary for the deployment of driverless cars, along with cameras 
and radars.  LiDARs provide precise perception of small, non-reflective objects at ranges 

beyond 200 meters, in day or night, in all weather conditions.  Yet, current LiDARs fail to 
simultaneously meet the requirements for range, resolution, reflectivity and eye-safety, 
regularly sacrificing one parameter for another.   

 
Princeton Lightwave’s disruptive technology in Geiger-mode sensing satisfies all these 
requirements at the same time and is implemented in the GeigerCruizer™ automotive LiDAR. 

Geiger-mode technology provides the ultimate in sensitivity, capable of detecting light at its 
most basic level, the single photon. High sensitivity reduces the optical power required, which 
maximizes economic scaling and minimizes size and cost.   Moreover, Princeton Lightwave’s 

unique Geiger-mode sensing technology enables operation of the GeigerCruizer™ at a 
wavelength far safer to the human eye than other automotive LiDARs.  
 

The presentation provides point-cloud imagery of scenes with large fields-of-view, to 
distances as far as 250 meters, and with very high resolution. Detail is given on the image 
processing and image acquisition techniques that enable the GeigerCruizer’s™ extremely 
high data density, greater than 2.5 million processed points per second. 

 
Speaker: Sam Wilton, Manager of LiDAR Research, Princeton Lightwave 
 

3:00 PM-3:30 PM  – Break  



 

 

3:30 PM-4:00 PM  

 
AAA NCNU: The Road Ahead 
 
Presentation description: AAA's history - commitment to traffic safety, car enthusiast 
membership organization, we invented the DMV and Stop signs (it's true!) 
Commitment to helping our Members and the public make the shift to the future of 
transportation - enjoy the mobility, cost savings, environmentally friendly and convenient 

 
Help accelerate the adoption of safe autonomous driving that will also help disenfranchised 
groups like the elderly and the disabled 

 
Speaker: Suna Taymaz, VP Corporate Strategy, AAA NCNU 
 

4:00 PM-4:30 PM  
 
Ouster Industry Update 
 
Presentation description: Details TBD 
 

Speaker: Raffi Mardirosian, Head of Corporate Development, Ouster 
 

4:30 PM-5:00 PM  

 
Vires & Virtual Test Drive 
 
Presentation description: MSC Software develops simulation software technology that 
enables engineers to validate and optimize their designs using virtual prototypes. Through 
VIRES or Virtual Test Drive we are recognized as a leading provider of a software tool -chain 

supporting the development, testing and validation of automated driving, driver assistance, 
and active safety systems. 
 

Speaker: Marius Dupuis, Managing Director, MSC Software 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 


